INFORMATION FOR THE DATA SUBJECTS

on personal data processing pursuant to § 11 of Act No. 101/2000 Coll., on personal data protection (zákon č. 101/2000 Sb., o ochraně osobních údajů)

PERSONAL DATA CONTROLLER

The City of Prague (hlavní město Praha)

PURPOSE OF THE PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING

The purpose of the personal data processing is an issuance, evidence and administration of long-term parking licences within the operation of the paid parking zones in the City of Prague which have been defined by a municipal regulation pursuant to § 23 of Act No. 13/1997 Coll., on the road network (zákon č. 13/1997 Sb., o pozemních komunikacích).

EXTENT OF THE PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING

Name and surname; date of birth; permanent residency address; ID document number; information on education in the form of academic and other titles; business residency or business establishment address; address of the real estate in the data subject’s ownership; corporate ID number; registration number of the vehicle; information on the legal title for use of the vehicle (ownership of the vehicle; ID number of the vehicle’s registration document; a copy of the vehicle’s registration document; identification of the vehicle’s owner – name, surname, business name, corporate ID number, permanent residency address; business residency address; relationship to the vehicle’s owner); duration of the parking licence; electronic contact address (email); telephone number; data box ID.

The personal data is recorded for the duration of the parking licence and for 12 months after the expiry of the relevant parking licence.

PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN THE PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING

The personal data shall be processed by the personal data controller and by the following processors:

- Technická správa komunikací hl. m. Prahy, a.s., residing at Řásnovka 770/8, Staré Město, 110 00 Praha 1, IČO (Id. No.) 03447286,
- ALTRON Business Solutions, a.s., residing at Novodvorská 994/138, Braník, 142 00 Praha 4, IČO (Id. No.) 24230031,
by means of their own employees or by other persons on the basis of a personal data processing contract concluded with the controller or with a processor.

**Means of the personal data processing**

The personal data are processed manually and by automated means by employees of the controller or processor(s) or by other persons on the basis of a contractual relationship with the controller or processor(s).

**Subjects to whom the personal data might be disclosed**

Prague Municipal Police (Městská policie hlavního města Prahy) and other public authorities or other persons to whom the personal data controller is obliged to transfer the personal data based on an obligation prescribed by the law.

**Notice**

Provision of the personal data by the data subject is voluntary. Failure to provide the personal data constitutes an obstacle to issue a parking licence.

The data subject has a right to obtain information on the processing of his or her personal data.

The controller or processor shall provide the data subject without undue delay with information about the purpose of the personal data processing; personal data or categories of the personal data concerned; any available information on the source of the personal data; information about the nature of the automated processing in connection with use of the personal data for decision-making, if such processing serves as a basis for decision-making or for other actions or decisions that affect the rights or legitimate interests of the data subject; and information about recipients or categories of the recipients of the personal data.

The controller is entitled to ask for adequate compensation for expenses incurred in connection with provision of the information to the data subject.
A data subject who becomes aware or considers that the controller or processor is processing his or her personal data in violation of the legal protection of data subject’s private and family life or in violation of the law (in particular if the personal data are inaccurate with regard to the purpose of the personal data processing) is entitled to:

a) ask the controller or processor for an explanation;
b) request from the controller or processor the rectification of such situation. The rectification might consist in blocking, correction, completion, or liquidation of the personal data.